UMS Series
device mounting shelves

- Designed to mount small devices
- Mounting pattern accommodates virtually any hole pattern
- Includes counter-sunk holes to match popular Extron® devices
- Filler panels to cover unused spaces available
- Forward compatible to accept Forward Small Device Mounting Clamps

features:

specifications:

EIA/TIA compliant 19” rackshelf with ___” (refer to chart) depth shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # UMS1-___. UMS shelf with filler panel kit, which shall include 4 panels in 1/2, 1/4 (two sizes), 1/8 shall be model UMS1-__K (refer to chart) UMS shelf shall be 1 rackspace (1.75”) high. Weight capacity shall be 25 lbs. UMS shelf shall include 3/6” length flat head screws, 16 qty #4, and 4 qty #6, for the purpose of securing components to the shelf. UMS shall be manufactured by an ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 registered company. UMS Shelf shall be warranted to be free from defects in material or workmanship under normal use and conditions for the lifetime of the product.

Customizable specification clips available at middleatlantic.com

options:

- Optional Filler Panels
  - UMSFP1-1/2 – 1/2 rack
  - UMFSFP1-1/4 – 1/4 rack
  - UMFSFP1-1/8 – 1/8 rack

- Optional Forward Accessories
  - FWD-SIDECLMP-4 - Forward Small Device Mounting Clamp
UMS Series
basic dimensions

what great systems are built on.

NOTE(S):
1. KITS INCLUDE ONE SHELF AND ONE OF EACH SIZE FILLER PANELS.

FILLER PANELS

PART NUMBER | KIT PART NUMBER | "A" DEPTH | HARDWARE INCLUDED
--------------|-----------------|-----------|------------------
UMS1-3.5     | UMS1-3.5K       | 3.5 [86]  | 3/16 LENGTH FLAT HEAD SCREWS, 16 #4 AND 4 #6
UMS1-5.5     | UMS1-5.5K       | 5.5 [140]| 3/16 LENGTH FLAT HEAD SCREWS, 16 #4 AND 4 #6
UMS1-11.5    | UMS1-11.5K      | 11.5 [292]| 5/16 LENGTH FLAT HEAD SCREWS, 16 #4 AND 4 #6